
Journal Prompt – Blue section OPCVL
With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyze the value 
and limitations of the source for an historian studying European 
foreign policy at the turn of the 20th century.
Source – Bernhard von Bülow, Reich chancellor of Germany, in a speech before the Reichstag 
(German parliament), December 11, 1899

“In our nineteenth century, England has continually expanded its colonial empire – the largest the world 
has seen since the days of the Romans. The French have gained a firmer and firmer foothold in North 
Africa and Africa and created for themselves a new empire in the Far East. In Asia, Russia has 
embarked on a series of victories that has taken it to the Pamir Plateau and the coasts of the Pacific 
Ocean. The Sino-Japanese War four years ago and the Spanish-American War barely eighteen months 
ago have kept the ball rolling. These wars have resulted in momentous, dramatic, and far-reaching 
decisions, shaken old empires, and contributed to the ferment in new and dangerous ways…

It’s time, it’s high time for us […] to consider the position we must adopt on the processes that are 
unfolding all around us, processes that bear the seeds of future power relations, perhaps for a long time 
to come […]The rapid growth of our population, the unprecedented expansion of our industry, the 
industriousness of our merchants, in short, the phenomenal vitality of the German people have 
integrated us into the world economy and drawn us into international politics. If the British speak of 
Greater Britain, if the French speak of Nouvelle France, if the Russians move into Asia, we too have the 
right to a Greater Germany.”



Origins of WWI –
Militarism and 

Alliances



IB 
Syllabus

Paper 2 Prescribed content 
(20th century wars): 
§Causes of war: 
§Economic, ideological, political, 
territorial and other causes

§Short-term and long-term causes



Learning 
Objective

SWBAT identify the economic, 
ideological, political, and 
territorial factors leading to the 
First World War IOT evaluate 
the short-term and long-term 
causes of the war. 



Inquiry
How did the causes of the 
First World War influence 
the nature of the war?





§ Industrial production not uniform. Disparities 
would cause competitive tension between 
European powers.

§ Neo-mercantilism: European powers placed 
an emphasis on decreasing imports and 
moving toward self-sufficiency. 
§ Required colonies to supply raw materials 

and provide markets for finished goods à
“New Imperialism”

§ Trade increases
§ Connection between economic and military 

rivalry 













§ Militarism: A political, diplomatic and social emphasis on 
military matters.

§ Characteristics:
§ Increased military spending
§ Development of military technology
§ A general support for the goals and plans of a nation’s 

military
§ Influence of military leaders on political decisions 

§ Late 19th c. – early 20th c. trend: growing, massive armies

§ Deterrence: actions or policies designed to discourage an 
attack by making the consequences of an attack prohibitive 
§ As armies grew, this did not work. Instead, rivalries were 

worsened.

§ Conscription: “the draft”. This was a feature of all European 
powers except Great Britain (until 1916).



Country Personnel Large 
Naval Vessels

Tonnage

Russia 54,000 4 328,000
France 68,000 10 731,000
Britain 209,000 29 2,205,000

TOTAL 331,000 43 3,264,000
Germany 79,000 17 1,019,000
Austria-Hungary 16,000 3 249,000

TOTAL 95,000 20 1,268,000
Source: Ferguson 1999 p 85

The naval strength of the powers in 1914



§ Industrialization à development of 
modern artillery and naval 
technology

§ Anglo-German naval race:
§ An arms race between Great Britain and 

Germany
§ HMS Dreadnought launched in 1906 –

marked the start of a new era of naval 
tech. Made every other battleship 
obsolete.

§ Second Naval Law of 1900 – Germany 
expressed a desire for a navy to rival 
Britain’s



HMS Dreadnought





§ In 1914, Europe was split into two 
rival alliances (connected by other 
treaties and agreements).

§ Unification of Germany 1871
§ Otto von Bismarck – 1st

chancellor of the German 
Empire

§ To preserve the new unified 
Germany, Bismarck created an 
intricate set of alliances as part 
of a policy of deterrence. 



agreements between nations to provide aid and protect 
one another in case of war



1879

Dual Alliance 1879
•Germany and Austria-Hungary

1882

Triple Alliance 1882
•Dual Alliance + Italy



§ Franco-Russian Alliance 1894
§ After Germany failed to renew 

Reassurance Treaty with Russia
§ France + Russia



1904

Entente Cordiale 
1904
•France and Britain
•“friendly agreement”

1907

Triple Entente 1907 
•Entente Cordiale + Russia




